
A premium service for investors 
seeking a coach to help them 
invest in the share market. 

This highly specialised support and 
education offering delivers a range of 
services including:

• Portfolio diagnostics

• Investment strategy development

• Individual stock analysis

• Targeted share investing 
education

• Ongoing mentorship and support

Who are we?

Spotee Consulting was established 
by Elio D’Amato who enjoys a 
distinguished investing career, 
with a proven track record of 
outperformance over the past 
two decades.

Elio and his team of experts 
collectively have serviced, 
educated and supported tens 
of thousands of Australian share 
investors, and are called upon 
frequently by professional 
organisations and media outlets 
to provide their insights.
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Spotee Consulting is part of the                       group of companies.

Think of us as a 
professional life coach 
for your share portfolio!

This premium service is 
without peer and will be 
prepared and delivered to 
you directly by one of our 
Executive team members, 
based on your specific 
requirements.

If investing on your own is overwhelming, or you lack the time or 
discipline to focus on your portfolio, then this service could be of 
great value.

Anyone who has a share portfolio.
For example:

Who could use a 
specialised service such 
as this? • Self managed super funds (SMSFs)

• Investors who have accumulated  
a sizeable portfolio

• Financial Advisers managing 
direct equities for clients

• New investors starting out with a 
lump sum 

To learn more of the benefits a mentoring and 
consulting service may deliver you, please visit the 
website and read all the relevant information

      1300 45 96 85
      enquiries@spotee.com.au
      www.spotee.com.au/consulting-services 


